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Landscape Character Reach  No 9:   RICHMOND

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Richmond meets the Thames in a characteristic leafy elegance.  There are
distinct ‘gateways’ to the town along and across the river.  From upstream,
the mown lawns and tall plane trees of Buccleuch Gardens mark a clear
entrance, contrasting with the long grass of the open water meadow .  From
downstream, the brick arch of the railway bridge acts as a gateway from the
open expanse of the Old Deer Park to the more formal enclosure of the Palace
waterfront.  And from across the river, Richmond Bridge acts as a magnificent
entrance to the town, with the terraces of the new Richmond Riverside to
the west, gigantic plane trees to the east, and the lively neon of the Odeon
cinema straight ahead.  Pausing on the bridge, the view downstream looks at
the White Cross Hotel, Asgill House and the succession of the railway,
Twickenham and Richmond Lock bridges.  Upstream the view rises up the
slopes of Richmond Hill to the Terrace and the spire of St Matthias’ Church.

On sunny weekends, Buccleuch Gardens takes on the atmosphere of a
public beach.  The south-facing lawns, sweeping down to the river’s edge,
are covered in deck chairs, rugs and sunbathers.  This is one of the most popular
spaces along the river, linked to the immaculate Victorian Terrace Gardens
above by a replica of Pope’s Grotto, and by the towpath to the centre of
Richmond.  The footpath curves to the back of the Gardens, leaving mature
trees, simple grass lawns and uninterrupted river views to create a very
successful public space.  A few details could make things even better.  The
entrance from Petersham Meadows is abruptly blocked by a fence which is
repeatedly torn down by frustrated walkers and the connection up to
Richmond Hill a gloomy confusion of concrete crazy paving, a burnt-out shed
foundation and smelly, uninviting public lavatories (see Landscape Character
Reach No 8).  The foundations of the old Buccleuch House provide an arcade
and raised platform at the edge of the gardens where the deck chairs are
stored.  The structure could be adapted for performances and could house
improved public lavatories.  The banks of Buccleuch Gardens have recently
been repaired with attractive wooden piling.

Between Buccleuch Gardens and Richmond Bridge, the waterfront is
separated from the narrow Petersham Road by a row of attractive houses
and hotels.  Above the road, apartment buildings and the Poppy Factory rise
up Richmond Hill, while below the Petersham Road houses, long gardens with
tall trees create a shaded backdrop to the river path.  A pub, canoe club,
boatsheds and the Turk’s Boats landing stage bring added activity to the
extremely well-used promenade, but the standard of the paths, retaining walls,
benches and little side-parks is disappointing.  The pizza restaurant, tea and
ice-cream kiosks are also unattractive and the visitor use and popularity of
the waterfront deserves much better treatment.

Downstream of the bridge, the waterfront has been enhanced.  As part of
the re-development of the Richmond Riverside, the area has been opened
as a series of sunny terraces overlooking the water.  Controversy over the
style of the architecture aside, the riverside space is extremely successful with
an exemplary quality of surfaces and furnishings.  The brick and granite
embankments, steps and slipways allow people to take full advantage of the
river and spill out from adjacent pubs, wine bars and restaurants.  The urban
glare of the ranks of sodium lights at night and the incongruous wrought iron
gazebo and restaurant marquee detract a little from the overall effect, but
beyond, the White Cross Hotel and the arched boat sheds in the base of St
Helena Terrace retain the atmosphere of the old town, connecting back to
the centre along narrow cobbled alleys.  The arched foundation boatsheds
have been echoed in the new development and are being used as workshops
for building the traditional Thames wherries.  Re-opening boat storage in the
arches under Richmond Bridge would work well with the workshops.
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From St Helena Terrace, Cholmondley Walk skirts the edge of the old
Richmond Palace.  Fine old trees screen the Queensberry House apartments
and frame views of the Trumpeter’s House and Asgill House.  Paths connect
back from the riverside to the Old Palace Yard and Richmond Green, creating
an impressive sequence of spaces on the way to the centre of the town, with
the exception of the bald area of car parking behind St Helena Terrace.  On
the path itself, the shabby surfacing, vandalised benches and accumulated litter
detract from the historic waterfront and alders planted between the towpath
and the river will obscure traditional views.

The Middlesex bank, originally set with villas and their parks, has been
gradually developed for housing.  The fine modern architecture of Haversham
Grange continues the tradition of villas set back between trees, but the brick
blocks of Richmond and Richmond Bridge Mansions advance on the river’s
edge.  The new development on Cambridge Gardens will have considerable
impact on the Richmond bank.  The asphalt path, sporadic rose beds, dried-
out grass and municipal tennis courts do not make the most of what could be
a spectacular waterfront promenade, looking across to Richmond and the Hill.
A new line of riverside plane trees would mirror the trees on the opposite
bank and help to reduce the impact of re-development.

Below the bridge, the river bank is under pressure for re-development.
Boatyards, houseboats and private moorings give a final echo of the old
working character of the river, but they are struggling to survive against
residential re-development.  Though partially screened by the willows on
Corporation and Flower Pot Islands, this bank is prominent in the view
from Asgill and Trumpeter’s Houses and the Richmond Palace towpath.
Suburban housing can be glimpsed behind the thin river edge and thicker
plantings of willows on the banks as well as the islands would do much to
soften the view.

Public access is squeezed down the unprepossessing Willoughby Road alley
and kept back from the river.  If efforts to save the boatyards ever fail and the
bank becomes subject to re-development, building heights, river edge public
access and extensive waterside planting will be critical issues.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The manor of Shene, Richmond’s Saxon name, was part of the royal manor
of Kingston in Domesday, but was separated early in the 12th century.  At
the beginning of the 14th century, the manor reverted to the Crown and in
the second half of the century Edward III converted the manor house into a
palace.  Edward lavished considerable sums on the project; and his successor
Richard II created a summer pavilion on an island in the river, but when his
Queen died there he had the palace demolished out of grief.  A new palace,
built by Henry V and Henry VI, was burnt down in 1497 and was rebuilt by
Henry VII, who took advantage of the Tudor peace to break from defensive
architecture.  This time instead of battlements he could erect gothic towers
and pepperpot domes on his palace and enjoy games of chess and cards in
the galleries around his riverside gardens.  It was to this palace, an ‘erthely and
secunde Paradise’, which, because of its ‘wholesome airs’ became the royal
nursery, that Henry VII gave his title as Earl of Richmond and the town soon
took its name.
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Henry VIII used the palace frequently before he acquired Hampton Court
and there were sumptuous pageants with jousting on the Green and
processions along the Thames.  Elizabeth called it her ‘warm winter box’
eventually taking refuge there to die.  James I created a new park, now the
Old Deer Park.  His son, Prince Henry, planned a Renaissance court at
Richmond with magnificent gardens but died before his ideas, which included
a huge Pratolino-type grotto giant on an island on the Thames, could be carried
out.  Reclamation of the riverfront for the project had already been completed
by Inigo Jones.  The palace, which covered 10 acres from what is now old
Palace Lane to Water Lane, declined and Hampton Court rose in favour.  It
was sold off by Parliament in 1650 and the main buildings were quickly
demolished.  All that now remains of the once favourite royal palace is the
original gateway into the courtyard carrying the arms of Henry VII and Nos.
1,2,3 The Wardrobe in Old Palace Yard.  Richmond’s fortunes changed in 1718,
when the future George II and Queen Caroline made Richmond Lodge in
the Old Deer Park a royal retreat.  An elegant terrace of houses was built for
Caroline’s Maids of Honour and other courtiers’ houses appeared round the
Richmond green.

Defoe greatly admired the area with ‘houses surrounded by gardens, walks,
vistas, avenues representing all the beauties of building and all the pleasures of
planting’.  He feared, however, that its status and popularity would decline if
the Court ever left.  By the time this happened, later in the century,
Richmond had established itself in its own right as a healthy, scenically
beautiful place to live in and a popular pleasure resort by river for Londoners
to enjoy its chalybeate wells, pleasure gardens, concert hall and theatre.  In
1744 Thomson’s friend, the poet and physician John Armstrong, had extolled,
in The Art of Preserving Health, ‘Richmond’s green retreats’ where ‘an hundred
villas rise’.  Richmond’s dominant character is still one of residential elegance,
based on its long connection  with the court and the out-of-town world of
wit and fashion.  Its latest riverside development highlights the town’s
determination to retain the atmosphere of its elegant past.  A complex of
buildings, designed by Quinlan Terry in Georgian style, evokes a memory of
Richmond’s royal past. One, with its pediment and portico is based on one of
William Chambers’ designs for a palace, never built, for George III in the Old
Deer Park.

A pleasurable riverside promenade was made beside the Earl of
Cholmondeley’s mansion in the 1740s and in 1760 Asgill House was built
‘after a design of Palladio’ by Sir Robert Taylor for Sir Charles Asgill, recently
Lord Mayor of London.  Asgill house was painstakingly restored to its original
proportions in the 1970s by Fred Hauptfuhrer.

In 1774-7 Richmond Bridge was built on the site of the old ferry,
transforming the appearance of the town.  The bridge, built by James Paine,
who had designed ornamental bridges in landscaped gardens, was hailed not
only as a great convenience but as ‘one of the most beautiful ornaments of the river’. 9. R
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At the foot of the bridge on the Twickenham side, Walpole’s friend, Richard
Owen Cambridge, removed the walls round his house and opened his lawns
to the river to the delight of tourists who found them ideal for picnics.  The
area was developed as Cambridge Park at the end of the 19th century and
later, before the days of planning legislation, factories, a bus garage and an ice
rink were built beside Cambridge’s old house, which was demolished in the
1930s.  The ice rink has now also been demolished and the site awaits re-
development.

NATURE CONSERVATION

Corporation Island has a woodland of white, crack and weeping willows
and also some hybrid black poplars. The banks of the island have reasonable
nature conservation interest.  Some of the stone work appears to be collapsing
and when replaced should be designed to allow vegetation to grow on it again.

Flowerpot Islands are almost entirely covered by hard surfaces, with just
one or two mature trees in the centre of each.  However, mallards and Canada
geese find them a convenient resting place, although disturbance by
unauthorised angling prevents them from nesting here.  It would be helpful
to break up the hard surface to allow plants to grow and to assist natural
regeneration of the trees.

Though the towpath becomes more urban as it passes through Richmond,
the substantial plane trees and small side parks continue the green corridor
effect between Petersham and the Old Deer Park.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

The Richmond waterfront is one of the best used promenades along the
Thames on sunny weekends.  In addition to small side parks, cafes, pubs
and restaurants, tourist boats from Westminster dock at the landing stage.
Clear and easy connections back to the town centre link to British Rail and
the London Underground.  St Margaret’s railway station is half a mile back
from the Middlesex bank.

The Richmond Canoe Club, the Riverside and St Helena boatsheds and
skiff hire from Richmond Bridge provide a range of sources for all the water
recreation along the reach.  There are tennis courts in Cambridge Gardens
and cricket is played on Richmond Green.

Boatyards: H owlett’s Boatyard
Richmond Riverside boat sheds

W ater recreation: Richmond Canoe Club
Richmond Pier and Landing Stage
Skiff hire
Turk’s Pier

L d ti B l h G d LBRuT
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LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS:
Amenity and Local History:
Borough of Twickenham Local History Society
East Twickenham and Riverside Residents' Assoc.
Richmond Local History Society
Richmond Society
River Thames Society (Upper Tidal)
Thames Wherry Trust

PRINCIPAL LAND USES

The Richmond waterfront above the bridge is divided between small parks and the
gardens of the Petersham Road houses and hotels.  The Canoe Club and riverside
boatsheds form a small but active part of the river edge.  Below the bridge, the Riverside
terraces are backed by offices, restaurants, apartments and the Old Town Hall.  Further
downstream, the river edge reverts to the private houses of St Helena Terrace and
Cholmondley Walk, and the gardens of the houses on the site of the former palace.

On the Middlesex bank, the old Richmond Ice Rink has been demolished to make way
for a continuous development of apartment blocks through Cambridge Gardens.  Below
the bridge a series of boatyards and houseboat moorings share the riverside with private
houses and a block of flats.

SIGNIFICANT SITES UNDER PRESSURE FOR RE-DEVELOPMENT:

Nature Conservation:
London Wildlife Trust
Richmond and Twickenham Friends of
the Earth

Sites Main landscape factors for consideration
Cambridge Gardens -

-

-

-

original landscape of Cambridge Park, set back from the river
among trees
need for an elegant riverside promenade under plane trees to
enhance the view from Richmond
need to limit building heights from intruding into the view from
Richmond
sightlines from Buccleuch Gardens, Richmond Hill and Richmond
Bridge

Willoughby Road
Bank

-
-

-

-

importance of the surviving boatyard character
need for public access along the length of the riverside between the
two bridges
need to plant willows to extend the wooded effect of the islands to
the bank opposite Cholmondley Walk and Asgill House
need for boat storage areas

Land recreation: Buccleuch Gardens LBRuT

Cambridge Gardens LBRuT

Fishing from Richmond waterfront LBRuT

Museum of Richmond LBRuT/Private

Richmond Riverside and waterfront LBRuT

Terrace Gardens LBRuT

Thames Path

Refreshment: Floating Restaurant
Henry’s
Mallards
Pizza Restaurant
Richmond Brasserie
Richmond Town Hall Cafe
The Three Pigeons
The White Cross
The White Swan

Landmarks: Asgill House Grade I Crown Estate

Odeon Cinema MGM

Richmond Bridge Grade I LBRuT

Richmond Lock Grade II PLA

Richmond Railway Bridge Grade II LBRuT

Richmond Riverside LBRuT

Spire of St Matthias’ Church, Richmond Hill Grade II Church Comm.

The White Cross Hotel Private

Tower of Church of Elizabeth of Portugal Catholic
Church
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The following proposals have been identified as part of the survey and analysis of the Thames Landscape Strategy.  The policy proposals
amplify the issues raised in Chapter 2 to be included in Supplementary Planning Guidance.  The project and management proposals are
recommended for incorporation into national agency and local government work programmes, co-ordinated by a Project Officer and Officers’
Steering Committee (see Chapter 5).  All proposals would require full consultation before implementation:

Policy Proposals
Policy Reference

Pol 9.1 Conserve and enhance the special character of leafy elegance along Richmond’s
waterfront, with particular emphasis on the distinctive ’gateways’ to the town
along and across the river.

LBRuT: RIV 1,ENV 2
                  13.46 (1)

Pol 9.2 Protect the visual links between:
Richmond Bridge and Asgill House
Richmond Bridge and Richmond Hill
Richmond Bridge and the Railway, Twickenham & Lock bridges

LBRuT: RIV 1,ENV 2
                  13.46 (1)

Pol 9.3 Limit building heights on the Middlesex bank to conserve the prominence of
Richmond Hill and retain an impression of a tree-covered landscape, with buildings
largely hidden beneath the canopies.

LBRuT: ENV 28

Pol 9.4 Conserve and enhance the critical trees in the private gardens between the
Petersham Road and the towpath.

LBRuT: ENV 8

Pol 9.5 Resist the loss of boat storage facilities and their replacement by uses not
functionally related to the river and encourage ground-level boatsheds in future
riverside re-developments.

Pol 9.6 Make riverside access and river edge tree planting a pre-condition of any re-
developments along the Middlesex bank between Richmond Bridge and the railway
bridge.

LBRuT: RIV 1,2,3

Pol 9.7 Re-introduce boat storage under Richmond Bridge. LBRuT:

Pol 9.8 Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest of the river and its
corridor, with particular attention to Corporation and Flowerpot Islands.

LBRuT: RIV 12

Project Proposals
Project Initiative

Proj 9.1 Re-align the footpath from Petersham Meadow to enter Buccleuch Gardens along
the water’s edge, redesigning the area at the junction with the Terrace Hill Field
to make a more attractive and inviting connection between the Hill and the
riverside walk.

LBRuT:RIV 3,ENV35

Proj 9.2 Enhance the old foundation arches of Buccleuch House to accommodate,
performances, lavatories and maybe a cafe to serve the popular riverside lawns.

LBRuT: ENV 5

Proj 9.3 Redesign the paths, retaining walls, benches and little side-parks along the
waterfront between Buccleuch Gardens and Richmond Bridge, to create a more
attractive promenade worthy of the use and setting.  The side parks should relate
to the water and be designed to create popular spaces off the busy towpath.
Improve surfaces for wheelchair access.

LBRuT: ENV 5,35,
                  RIV 3
Countryside Comm

Proj 9.4 Upgrade the design and quality of the seasonal food outlets along the waterfront
between Buccleuch Gardens and Richmond Bridge.

LBRuT: ENV 5,34
Private operators

Proj 9.5 Remove the wrought iron gazebo and restaurant marquee from the Richmond
Riverside and improve the quality of lighting.

LBRuT: ENV 34
Private operators

Proj 9.6 Improve the paving, seating and litter collection along Cholmondley W alk, keeping
the bank between the path and river free of trees.

LBRuT: ENV 34

Proj 9.7 Plant trees to shade and soften the area of parking behind St Helena Terrace. LBRuT: ENV 8, R 5

Proj 9.8 Redesign Cambridge Gardens and the W arren footpath as an elegant waterfront
promenade of plane trees and benches, looking across to Richmond.

LBRuT: ENV 8, 35

Proj 9.9 Encourage willow planting on the Middlesex bank between Richmond Bridge and
the railway bridge.

LBRuT:ENV 8, RIV 2
Private landowners

Proj 9.10 Break up the hard surface on Flowerpot Islands and thicken the planting of crack
willows.

LBRuT:ENV 8, RIV 2

Proj 9.11 Re-open boat storage areas under Richmond Bridge. LBRuT:

Management Proposals
Management Initiative

Mng 9.1 Manage the willows on Corporation and Flower Pot Islands for nature
conservation and visually to separate the two banks.

LBRuT:ENV18,RIV12

Mng 9.2 Control scrub growth between the towpath and the river and manage vegetation
to prevent it becoming too rank.

LBRuT:ENV18,RIV12
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